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Apparatus for eliminating beamsplitter generated opti-
cal aberrations in a pupil concentric optical system
providing a plurality of spatially separated images on
different focal planes or surfaces (30, 56) The system
employs a buried surface beamsplitter (40, 40') having
spherically curved entrance (42) and exit faces (44, 54,
74, 76) which are concentric to a system aperture stop
(10) with the entrance face being located in the path of
a converging light beam (34) directed thereto from an
image forming objective element (12) which is also
concentric to the aperture stop.
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if the objective is large compared to the detector array,
HIGH SPEED MULTI FOCAL PLANE OPTICAL the complexity and cost of the components may be
SYSTEM extremely high. Further, if the system is of a large aper-
tu
™
 type>
 ' °"
 the
 °
f SCVeral inORIGIN OF THE INVENTION .
refractive elements can become prohibitively heavy
The invention described herein was made by an em- requiring use, for example, of a reflective objective.
ployee of the United States Government and may be Furthermore, with a reflective objective, a problem of
manufactured and used by or for the Government for
 eliminating aberrations becomes even more, djff,cuit
governmental purposes without the payment of any . *LJ i_ , • ,
 t- , r *
royalties thereon or therefor. '° because the designer has relatively httle freedom to
compensate for the chromatic aberrations in the beam-
TECHNICAL FIELD splitters.
The invention relates generally to optical imaging One known method of eliminating beamsplitter aber-
systems and more particularly to pupil concentric opti- rations is through use of pellicle type beamsplitters
cal systems 15 incorporating microscopically thin membranes
nA^ir/^n^TTXTT-4 ADT stretched over a frame and coated with an evaporatedBACKGROUND ART , .. , .... ., „. , . . . . . . ...beamsplitter layer. While pellicles effectively eliminate
There are many optical applications where it is desir-
 the optical problems, they are extremely fragile and are
able to have one optical objective form several images
 v e to vlbratlons m a noisy environment. An-
on different focal planes so that several separate detec- 20
 o{her knQwn method ^
tors may view the same scene element. Examples of . . , , .. , ... , ,
such applications are color TV cameras which use three relay le"s dfslgned s° that the ^ are colllmated be'
vidicon tubes to record the scene in three colors and tween the elements. Beamsplitters are located between
photographic cameras used in converting a color scene the tvvo relav lens elements m the colllmated region.
into three color images for color printing presses. An- 25 Slnce the rays are not converging, no aberrations occur.
other application of particular importance is with re- The disadvantage of this method is that for each split,
spect to multi-spectral linear array mapping cameras two reimagmg lenses and one collimating lens must be
which include several linear arrays of detectors located used. Further, the problem of designing the relay lens
in the focal plane of a lens situated, for example, in an becomes more difficult than that of designing the origi-
orbitmg satellite. If the several linear arrays are parallel 30
 na] objective if wide fields of view are required.
and if the direction of motion of the satellite is perpen-
dicular to the arrays, a swath type of image will be STATEMENT OF THE INVENTION
generated as each array is swept across the earth in Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention
what is known as a pushbroom scan mode. Since the -j • .1 • i i _ - i _ i
several linear arrays are not coincident, each array will 35 to Pr™de "> improved optical system wh.ch ,s rela-
see a point on the earth at a different delayed time. This tlve'y free of distortion.
time delay causes problems if the satellite rolls, pitches Another object of the invention is to provide a high
or yaws in an unpredictable manner between the pas- resolution optical system adapted to provide multiple
sage of the several arrays. Accordingly, it becomes focal planes.
impossible to superimpose data of the arrays in a simple 40 Still another object of the invention is to provide an
time delay process for generating an image. Also, if inherently wide field optical system of a relatively sim-
there is field dependent distortion in the objective, it is p]e construction with beamsplitters which do not add
difficult to reconstruct the image without complicated
 new types of aberrations to the system.
computer models of the distortion. Further, if the scene
 These and other objects are provided by a pupil con-
on earth is
 V1ewed obliquely, it is extremely difficult to 45 centnc m lnclud an a t u r e st at least one
reconstruct the scene due to the fact that each detector .
 formj e,ement and surface b lit.
array sees the scene at a slightly different angle. . . e , ,
 f , i - i _ i _
For these reasons, it ,s normally desirable to place a '" SItuated ,m the Path of the «>nverg.ng light beam.
selected number of beam splitters behind an objective The beamsplitter has an entrance face and at least two
lens and divide the output of the lens into several beams 50 exit faces from whlch lmages emer8e wlth the entrance
of light, each of which impinges on its own focal plane. and exit faces of the beamsplitter being curved and
This process shares the energy from the lens among the optically concentric to the aperture stop whereby
several focal planes, but uses only one common objec- beamsplitter generated aberrations are eliminated.
live lens and permits all the linear arrays to be conjugate The foregoing as well as other objects, features and
to a common line to the scene of view. 55 advantages of the invention will become apparent from
A serious limitation of this apparently simple solution the following detailed description when taken in con-
exists when a plate or block type beamsplitter is placed junction with the appended drawings.
in a converging ray light beam due to the fact that
extremely undesirable optical aberrations are produced BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
by the beamsplitter. These aberrations are of the well 60
 F,GS 1A and JB afe ,an and sjde elevational
known chromatic and Seidel type These aberrations respectively, of a simple pupil concentric optical
can be compensated for when a block type beamsplitter , j • ,
 t • •
is used if compensating aberrations are built into the svstem embodying the subject invention;
lens, such as by designing opposite sign aberrations into FIG- 2 ls a slde elevational
 V1ew of a two way beam-
the image forming section of the systems so that the sum 65 splitter for use in accordance with the teachings of the
of the compensating aberrations and the beamsphtting subject invention; and
aberrations equals zero. However, the compensation FIG. 3 is a side elevational view of a four way beam-
process requires several additional optical elements and splitter for use in connection with the subject invention.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION
Referring now to the drawings wherein like numerals
refer to like parts, FIGS. 1A and IB illustrate a single 5
reflector system typically representative of the well
known Schmidt type of pupil concentric system. The
system includes an aperture stop or pupil 10 which is
located a radius distance R from a spherical reflector
element 12. The reflector element 12 is concentric with 10
the aperture stop 10 and has a spherically curved con-
cave reflecting surface 14 which is adapted to converge
an incident light beam 16 (FIG. IB) to focal point 18.
Furthermore, as shown in FIG. 1A, any additional
incident beams represented by, for example the rays 20 15
and 22 which are directed respectively along the axis 24
and to the left thereof, they will converge at the focal
points 26 and 28 which lie along a focal surface 30
which includes the focal point 18 The focal surface 30,
moreover, is located a distance approximately R/2 from 20
the single concentric reflector 12. In order to compen-
sate for coma, astigmatism and spherical aberration, one
or more corrector plates 32 of known construction are
located at the aperture stop 10. The apparatus thus far is
of a conventional nature, however, if one were to utilize 25
a cube type beamsplitter in the path of the converging
beams 34, 36 and 38 as shown in FIG. 1A, severe Seidel
and chromatic aberrations would be generated and it is
to this problem that the present invention is directed.
A beamsplitter 40 of a specific construction is posi- 30
tioned in the path of the converging beam or beams
reflected from the spherically curved face 14 of the
reflector 12. This beamsplitter 40 has entrance and exit
faces which are spherically curved and concentric,
optically at least, to the aperture stop 10. As shown in 35
FIG. 1A, beamsplitter 40 is an optical element which
forms an image on focal surface 30. It has a convex
entrance face 42 and a concave exit face 44. The en-
trance face 42, moreover, has a curvature which
matches the spherical curvature of the reflector 12 so as 40
to maintain light beams perpendicular to the entrance
face for all parts of the field of view. The beamsplitter
40, moreover, is a buried surface beamsplitter having an
interior partially reflective surface, not shown, for pro-
ducing a folded-back image at a focal point 46 shown in 45
FIG IB. As will be shown, the exit face for producing
the image at the focal point 46 is made to be optically
concentric with the aperture stop tp. Such a configura-
tion will result in eliminating any« aberrations which
would otherwise be generated by the beamsplitter itself. 50
Referring now to FIG. 2, shown therein is one type
of buried surface beamsplitter 40 consisting of a pentag-
onal element including a partially reflective interior
(buried) surface 48 angularly disposed between the
spherically curved entrance face 42 and a forward 55
spherically curved exit face 44. In addition to two elon-
gated side faces 50 and 52, a rear spherically curved exit
face 54 is formed between the curved entrance face 42
and the side wall 52. The rear exit face 54, moreover, is
formed as a folded-back version of the forward exit face 60
44 with the fold being along the partially reflective
surface 48. This, in effect, makes the exit faces 44 and 54
optically coincident By making the entrance face 42
and the exit face 44 concentric with the aperture stop 10
as shown in FIG. 1A, the rear exit face 54 will be opti- 65
cally concentric with the aperture stop 10 also' Thus,
for example, where the converging ray 34 passes di-
rectly through the beamsplitter 40 and impinges on the
focal surface 30, it also is reflected from the partially
reflective surface 48 and impinges on a second focal
surface 56. In such a configuration, separate detectors
or arrays of detectors can be located at the two separate
focal surfaces 30 and 56 for viewing a common scene.
Where more than two focal planes or surfaces are
desired, a beamsplitter 40' such as shown in FIG. 3 may
be utilized. There, three pentagonal beamsplitter seg-
ments 58, 60 and 62 are bonded together along mutually
opposing faces 64 and 66. The left segment 58 as shown
in FIG. 3 includes a partially reflective buried surface
48 intermediate a direct output face 44 and a rearwardly
facing exit face 54 as in FIG. 2. The relatively large
middle segment 60, in addition to having a pair of longi-
tudinal sides faces 68 and 70, also includes the convex
entrance face 42 as in FIG. 2. A second partially reflec-
tive buried surface 72 is angularly disposed between the
entrance face 42 and acts to reflect the impinging con-
verging beam 34 back into the right segment 62 which
has a pair of concave exit faces 74 and 76 located on
opposite sides of a third partially reflective buried sur-
face 78 extending between the side faces 80 and 82.
It can be seen that the converging beam 34 reflected
from the partially reflective surface 72 is directed to the
partially reflective surface 78 where it leaves at the exit
face 74 to impinge on the focal surface 84; however, a
portion of the light energy is reflected from the partially
reflective surface 78 where it leaves the exit face 76 and
impinges on the focal surface 86.
The entrance face 42 and the exit face 44 are not only
optically but physically concentric to the aperture stop;
however, the exit faces 54, 74 and 76 are optically con-
centric to the aperture stop 10 shown, for example, in
FIG. 1A inasmuch as the exit face 54 coincides with exit
face 44 when folded about the partially reflective sur-
face 48. The curved exit face 74 optically coincides with
the exit face 44 when considered to be folded back from
the partially reflective surface 72. And lastly, the fourth
curved exit face 76 coincides with exit face 74 when
folded back along the partially reflective surface 78.
When desirable, the beamsplitters 40 and 40' may be
dichroic, i.e. having the property of presenting different
colors in two different directions. When all reflective
pupil concentric objectives uses, for example, the reflec-
tor 12 with a dichroic concentric beamsplitter, the
change in refractive index in the beamsplitter will cause
a slight change in the focal length as wavelength
changes and accordingly a different focal length will be
produced for each focal plane. This effect can be com-
pensated for in instances where the bandwidth is small
by changing the respective path lengths for the output
legs of the beamsplitter. When this is done, the radii of
the concave exit faces must also be changed in order to
keep them respectively concentric to the aperture stop.
This is an important feature of the concentric beamsplit-
ter since it permits the use of an all reflective focusing
objective. The limiting aberration in the system then
becomes spherochromaticism, that is, a change in the
spherical aberration with wavelength. Since the power
and sphencal aberration of concentric beamsplitters is
quite low, systems with a very large range of wave-
length are possible without resorting to additional struc-
ture for compensation of chromatic aberration.
There are no inherent limits in the number of beam '
splits possible with the subject invention. The only true
limitations are a loss of energy in each split and a re-
stricted amount of space available for the beamsplitters
in a system environment. Furthermore, the disclosed
4,407,563
invention provides for implementation of multi-focal
planes operative in different wavelengths, for example,
over a range from 0.5 micrometers to 12.0 micrometers,
in a single optical system.
Having thus shown and described the subject inven- 5
tion in specific detail, the same has been provided by
way of explanation and not of limitation and accord-
ingly all modifications, alterations and changes coming
within the spirit and scope of the invention are herein
meant to be included. • 10
I claim:
1. A pupil concentric optical imaging system com-
prising:
an aperture stop (10);
an image forming objective including a first optical 15
element (12) concentric with said aperture stop (10)
and adapted to converge a light beam (16) imping-
ing thereon from said aperture stop, and
a second optical element (40) situated in the path of
said converging beam (34) from said first optical 20
element (12), said second optical element (40) in-
cluding an entrance face (42) and at least two exit
faces (44, 54) from which images emerge to at least
two focal surfaces (30, 56), said entrance and exit
faces (42, 44, 54) being curved and optically con- 25
centric to said aperture stop (10).
2. The apparatus as defined by claim 1 wherein said
first optical element (12) includes a curved reflective
surface (14) and wherein said entrance face (42) and said
'exit faces (44, 54) are convexly curved towards said 30
reflective surface (12) whereby a plurality of angularly
offset images projected by separate light beams (16, 20,
22) to said aperture stop (10) forms a respective plural-
ity of spatially separated images on said focal surfaces
(30, 56). 35
3. Apparatus for eliminating predetermined optical
aberrations generated by a beamsplitter in a pupil con-
centric optical system comprising:
an aperture stop (10);
at least one image forming objective including at least 40
one light energy converging means (12) concentric
with said aperture stop (10) and adapted to con-
verge a light beam (16) impinging thereon from
said aperture stop, and
a beamsplitter (40) situated in the path of a converg- 45
ing light beam (34) from said converging means
(12), said beamsplitter including an entrance face
(42) and at least two exit faces (44, 54) from which
respective images emerge, said entrance and exit
faces being curved and optically concentric to said 50
aperture stop (10).
4. The apparatus as defined by claim 3 wherein said
beamsplitter (40) comprises a buried surface beamsplit-
ting element.
5. The apparatus as defined by claim 4 wherein said 55
curved entrance face (42) has a curvature which is sub-
stantially perpendicular to all parts of the field of view
of said system.
60
6. The apparatus as defined by claim 4 wherein said
curved entrance and exit faces (42, 44, 54) are generally
spherical.
7. The apparatus as defined by claim 4 wherein said
converging means (12) comprises a generally spherical
reflector.
8. The apparatus as defined by claim 7 wherein said
beamsplitter (40) is located intermediate said generally
spherical reflector (12) and said aperture stop (10) and
wherein said exit faces (44, 54) are generally spherical
and concave and said entrance face (42) is generally
spherical and convex and directed to said generally
spherical reflector (12).
9. The apparatus as defined by claim 8 wherein the
spherical curvature of said entrance face (42) substan-
tially matches the spherical curvature of the face (14) of
said reflector (12).
10. The apparatus as defined by claim 4 wherein said
buried surface beamsplitting element (40) includes at
least one partially reflective interior surface (48) angu-
larly oriented with respect to the said structure face (42)
and wherein said exit faces (44, 54) are located on each
side of said partially reflective interior surface (48).
11. The apparatus as defined by claim 3 wherein said
beamsplitter (40) further comprises a buried surface
beamsplitter (40') including a plurality of exit faces (44,
54, 74, 76), each of said exit faces being respectively
optically concentric to the aperture stop (10) and form-
ing thereby a respective plurality of images of said light
beam (16) on different focal surfaces (30, 56, 84, 86).
12. The apparatus as defined by claim 11 wherein said
buried surface beamsplitter (40') includes a plurality of
partially reflective interior surfaces (48, 72, 78) angu-
larly oriented with respect to said entrance free (42) and
wherein a respective exit face of said plurality of exit
faces (44, 54, 74, 76) is located on each side of said
plurality of partially reflective interior surfaces (48, 72,
78).
13. The apparatus as defined by claim 12 wherein said
beamsplitter (40') is comprised of a plurality of pentago-
nal segments (58, 60, 62), each of said segments having
a respective partially reflective buried interior surface
(48, 72, 78).
14. The apparatus as defined by claim 4 and addition-
ally including corrector plate means (32) located at said
aperture stop (10).
15. The apparatus as defined by claim 4 wherein said
beamsplitter (40, 40') is dichroic.
16. The apparatus as defined by claim 15 wherein said
dichroic beamsplitter (40, 40') includes path lengths for
the output legs which are compensated for wavelength
changes of said light beam.
17. The apparatus as defined by claim 15 wherein said
dichroic beamsplitter (40,40') includes exit faces (44, 54,
74, 76) which are generally spherical and having radii
which compensate for wavelength changes of said light
beam.
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